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ABSTRACT. A Tertiary tillite occurs at an altitude of 2 750 m on Mount Feather in southern Victoria 
Land. The tillite mantles a remnant of the floor of a south-east-trending glacial valley that pre-dates the 
cutting of the existing glacial drainage system in southern Victoria Land. Petrographic evidence suggests 
that ice which deposited the tillite drained a relatively distant source area. 

REsuME. L'interpretation d'une tillite tertiaire au Mount Feather, en Victoria Land du Sud, Antarctique. Une 
tillite tertiaire se trouve a une altitude de 2 750 m au Mount Feather dans le Sud de la Victoria Land. La 
tillite recouvre un reste du lit d'une vallee glaciaire se dirigeant vers le Sud Est qui est anterieure a la coupure 
par l'actuel res eau d'ecoulement des glaces du Sud Est de la Victoria Land. Les indices petrographiques 
suggerent que la glace qui a depose la tillite drainait un bassin versant assez etendu. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Die Deutung einer tertiaren Morane am Mount Feather, Sild-Victoria -Land, Antarktis. Am 
Mount Feather im slidlichen Victoria-Land tritt in 2 750 m H6he eine tertiare Morane auf. Sie umschliesst 
einen Rest des Bodens eines nach Slid-Ost gerichteten Gletschertales, das alter ist als die Eintiefung des im 
siidlichen Victoria-Land bestehenden glazialen Abflusssystems. Petrographische Hinweise lassen annehmen, 
dass das Eis, aus dem die Morane stammt, aus einem relativ weit entfernten Quellgebiet abfloss. 

INTRODUCTION 

We wish to describe a Tertiary tillite exposed at an altitude of 2 750 m overlooking Ferrar Glacier 
in the Transantarctic Mountains in southern Victoria Land. We believe this tillite provides important 
data concerning the early history in southern Victoria Land of the East Antarctic ice sheet. The tillite 
occurs as a gently inclined veneer up to 37 m thick, distributed over a vertical distance of 150 m on the 
north-east ridge of Mount Feather (2985 m ), the highest peak in the Quartermain Mountains (part of 
the Transantarctic Mountains) (Fig. 1). The tillite rests disconformably on unfolded Permian and 
Triassic strata of the Beacon Supergroup. The upper surface of the glacial deposit has been later swept 
by ice from adjacent cirques and formed into an undulating glacial bench with a surface area of 0.6 km2 • 

The outcrop pattern clearly shows the tillite to pre-date the deep glacial sculpturing of the whole Mount 
Feather massif. On its southern side the bench surmounts a steep 700 m scarp overlooking Ferrar 
Glacier. Similarly, on its north-eastern side the bench drops precipitously 1 000 m to the floor of 
Beacon Valley (Fig. 2). 

This tillite has been previously examined by Mayewski ( 1972, 1975) . A glacial direction was stated 
but no descriptions of the deposit were given. Mayewski considered the deposit to belong to the Sirius 
Formation, a tillite first described in the Beardmore Glacier area 650 km to the south (Mercer, 1972), 
and which Mayewski considered to post-date the glacial sculpturing of the Transantarctic Mountains 
by the Antarctic ice sheet. However, Mercer (1972, p . 432 ) considered his Sirius Formation to pre-date 
the Antarctic ice sheet. Mayewski (1975, p. 49) considered the tillite at Mount Feather to indicate a 
palaeo-ice-flow direction of east-north-east. It is with this flow-direction determination and the relative 
age of the tillite with respect to the sculpturing of the Transantarctic Mountains in southern Victoria 
Land that we would differ with Mayewski. We set out our data below. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY 

The tillite is composed of uniformly massive diamictite devoid of internal stratification. No other 
sediment types were observed. The dispersed framework component of greater than 10 mm diameter 
ranges between 3 and 10% of the d eposit. The largest clasts noted exceed 2 m and are invariably of 
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Fig. 1. The location of Mount Feather in the Quartermain Mountains, southern Victoria Land. Taylor and Ferrar Glaciers 
descend from the Polar Plateau around the Quartermain Mountains and then flow east to the coast. The I6 km long 
deglaciated Beacon Valley was aforme, major tributary of Taylor Glacier. The position of the Tertiary tillite is indicated, 
together with the former ice-flow direction. 

Jurassic F'errar DoIerite. Several large boulders of the Beacon Supergroup Feather Conglomerate were 
noted, as also were a few of sandstones from the same cratonic sequence. The majority of the other (i.e. 
smaller) clasts consist of dolerite and pebbles from the Feather Conglomerate together with other 
Beacon Supergroup sandstones, siltstones, and coal (Fig. 3). Clasts of pre-Beacon Supergroup meta
sediments (i.e. basement complex rocks) were also noted. The colour of the diamictite matrix varies 
from medium light grey (N 6) to pale greenish yellow (IOY 8/2), the former generally characteristic of 
fresh samples and the latter of weathered surfaces. The nature and colour of the m~trix strongly suggest 
much of it to be inherited from the underlying Triassic Lashly Formation of the Beacon Supergroup. 

Perhaps the two most striking features of the tillite are (i) the pronounced striations and faceting 
shown by many of the clasts and (ii) the strongly developed clast fabric. Striations are best developed on 
dolerite clasts but they are also clearly discernible on fine-grained sediments and even coal. Many 
clasts show more than one striation direction. Where individual striations are deeper at one end, this is 
generally the up-current direction. Striation azimuths measured on 57 clasts produced an average 
transport direction of 145°. 

A conspicuous clast fabric is imparted by parallel alignment of the long axes of clasts. These similarly 
trend 145°, parallel to the striations. The clasts on first sight appear to be slightly imbricate in this 
direction with axial depressions of approximately gO. However, when considering the attitude of the 
underlying striated pavement (see below), these inclined axes reflect nothing more than initial (primary) 
dip of the diamictite in that direction. 

We succeeded in excavating two sm!ill exposures of the underlying striated pavement, beneath the 
highest a~d lowest exposures of the tillite, respectively. The 'upper pavement exposure dipped eastward 
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Fig. 2. View looking along the north-east ridge of Mount Feather towards the summit tableland. The glacial bench composed qf 
the Tertiary tillite has been swept and cut by ice from the bordering cirque beyond. The disconformity between the tillite and 
the underlying Beacon Supergroup strata is indicated. On its southern (lift ) side, the bench drops abruptly 700 m to Ferrar 
Glacier. On its Ilorthern side, the bench stands I 000 m above the floor of Beacon Valley. The palaeo-ice-flow directioll of 
I45° illdicated by the tillite is very approximately at right-angles to the trend of the ridge. 

Fig. 3. An eroded scarp of the Tertiary tillite exposed on the north-east ridge of Mount Feather at approximately 2750 m. 
The illitial dip of the deposit is reflectcd by the inclined attitude of matry of the clasts embedded in the sandy diamictite 
matrix. The dark clasts are of Jurassic Ferrar Dolerite. Other common clast types presCllt illclude quartz-conglomerate, 
sandstones, and coal, all derivedfrom the Devonian to Triassic Beacon Supergroup. 
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at 17-20°. Striations on the pavement (three readings) trended 1450 and a pebble resting on the pave
ment exhibited striations trending 150°. However, a faceted pebble (within the underlying Palaeozoic 
sequence and so forming part of the pavement surface) did show a deep striation trending approximately 
045°. The lower pavement fragment appeared only slightly inclined and we could not determine 
accurately its attitude. Striations upon it (12 readings) trended between 122° and 127°. 

The distribution of the tillite- Beacon Supergroup contact, the inclination of the higher pavement 
fragment, and the fabric of the striated clasts all suggest the tillite to be mantling the floor and western 
wall of a remnant of an ancient glacial valley that trended approximately 145°. The fact that the tillite
Beacon Supergroup contact descends 28 m in 700 m in this direction m eans the valley floor slopes at 2° 
towards the south-east, a feature fully compatible with both the clast fabric and striation data:. 

We consider the striated surface underlying the tillite to be a remnant of a fossil valley floor and not 
a fossil cirque floor for the following reason. Neither the metasedimentary pebbles nor the lumps of coal 
within the tillite could be derived from the Mount Feather area by cirque erosion . Beacon Supergroup 
coal seams (Weller Coal Measures) occur at least 200 m beneath the tillite; the nearest exposed basement 
rocks occur approximately I 350 m beneath the tillite, 20 km to the north-east. Taking into account 
the palaeo-ice-flow trend to the south-east, we consider the source of the basement clasts would have 
been in the order of some tens of kilometres inland, beneath the present East Antarctic ice sheet. Drewry 
(in press), on evidence from radio echo-sounding data suggested the subglacial occurrence of basement 
rocks approximately 100 km inland from the plateau edge. 

DISCUSSION 

At present there are no data to suggest a definite age of the tillite. However, its considerable antiquity 
is obvious, for the trend of the fossil valley infilled by the tillite is markedly discordant with the present 
glacial drainage system. This is particularly apparent when comparison of the trend of the fossil valley 
is made with that of the adjacent deeply incised Beacon Valley (Figs I and 2) . Clearly, the fossil-valley 
fragment at Mount Feather pre-dates the cutting of the existing glacier-valley system in the area, and 
presumably therefore at least much of the Upper Tertiary-Quaternary Victoria orogeny of Gunn and 
Warren (1962, p. 56) that uplifted the Transantarctic Mountains. Unfortunately the age of the onset 
of the Victoria orogeny is not yet known. 

. A minimum age for the tillite is indicated by the presence of 7-10 Ma diatom floras (Brady, in press) 
at Lake Vanda in Wright Valley, approximately 54 km north-east of Mount Feather. These have been 
subsequently uplifted during later movements of the Victoria orogeny. (Tectonic movements continued 
in: the Pliocene for Webb and Wrenn (in press) have described uplifted mid-Pliocene benthonic fjord 
f~;mas in the adjacent Taylor Valley.) The Wright Valley floras clearly post-date the cutting ofWright 
"fjord", which is part of the present ice-drainage system. The tillite then is definitely older than 7-10 Ma, 
i.e. older than late Miocene. 

It is difficult to place a maximum age on the tillite at Mount Feather. The earliest evidence of ice 
rafting in the Ross Sea (site 270, Deep Sea Drilling Project) has been dated recently at 25 Ma or latest 
Oligocene (Hayes and others, 1975). Should these data reliably reflect the onset of glaciation in East 
Antarctica, then the Mount Feather tillite can confidently be regarded as of early or Middle Miocene 
age. However, at present there is negligible ice rafting off much of Antarctica so such an assumption 
is not necessarily valid. 

We note that Stuckless (1975, p. 27) recorded an apatite fission-track date from the Vida granite in 
Victoria Valley (14 km north-east of Lake Vanda) that suggests uplift 50 Ma (± 10 Ma) ago. This date 
may well represent the onset of the Victoria orogeny (much earlier than envisioned by Gunn and 
Warren (1962)) and conceivably glaciation was a consequence of the uplift. This alternative is ad
mittedly rather extreme and, with the limited data to hand, we consider the early or Middle ·Miocene 
date to be at present the more probable. 

In that it precedes the glacial sculpturing of the Transantarctic Mountains in southern Victoria 
Land, the Mount Feather tillite conforms with Mercer's (1972) definition of his Sirius Formation. 
I t does not post-date the cutting of the Transantarctic Mountains, as contended by Mayewski. However, 
we would suggest that for the present Mercer's term Sirius Formation be confined to those Tertiary 
glacigene sediments occuring in the Beardmore Glacier area. In all probability, T ertiary tillite remnants 
of various ages are widespread in the Transantarctic Mountains and we feel correlations should not yet 
be attempted until more stratigraphical data are to hand. 
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S HORT NOTES 

Ba rrett and P owell (in press) h ave d escribed a di verse sequence of Ccnozoic glacigene sediments at 
Table l\'l ountain , 36 km to the eas t of Mount Feathe l'. \Ve hes itate to su gges t correlation fo r the foll owing 
two reasons. These strata at Table Mountain occ ur on a glac ia l be n c h a dj acen t and parallel to the 
present-day Fe rrar Glacier valley, i. c . th eir distribution is compatibl e with the ex isting g lacia l drainage 
sys tc m. Presumabl y then these d e posits a re youn ge r than the tillite a t M o unt Feathel'. Furthermore, 
the Table Mountain strata lac k th e basem ent complex metasedimentary contribut ion present in th e 
Mount Feath e r ti ll ite and are c lea rl y of local derivat ion , from a terra in where there was no basem ent 
complex ex posed. In con trast, th e m e tased im ents in th e older Mount F ea the r tillite refl ect ice draining 
a much more dis tant inland sou rce a r ea where basem e nt rocks were exposed. 
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